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Sky Technology at A Glimpse
Your technical partner, on your way to the sky. That is what we say and
believe in Sky Technology, for in our days every company, foundation or
organization depends strongly on technologies. It became a necessity for
these foundations to find a professional help to share the experiment with.
Especially that hiring an internal technical team for these foundations is now
very difficult and unwise. Considering the raising needs for every business
the high market demand for IT people, the none-stopping high-speed
technology expansion, and the information explosion day by day.
From here we started. This is how Sky technology came to existence, and
considered the "partnership" method with customers as a universal method
to achieve the best for both the sides. We in Sky technology also say:
"Once you are in, you are one of us. Once you are one of us, you are never
out". This belief strengthen the partnership spirit between us and our
customers, and leads both of us to a very unique cooperation with the
customer as a business partner, and as a core part of the team who always
aim to one basic goal: "project success, for the sake of the whole business
success"
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What can we do for you?@
Besides the fact that the best thing we offer is our unique partnership
with you, this partnership includes these professional services in
hand:
Office automation software development
Sky Technology is a rapidly growing custom software development as well
as a web development and networking services. We specialize in the
development of custom business software applications. Specifically, our
company carries out custom programming, database design, client-server
and internet/intranet software application development.
Over a remarkable short period we have managed to build a solid team of
software professionals that come from various backgrounds and expand the
creative potential of the company. The expertise that they posses embraces
a wide range of custom programming skills involving the latest and most
effective development technologies, such as .NET (ASP.NET, C#, VB.NET),
XML, ORACLE and many more. This to a great extent defines the quality
and reliability of the custom software applications that we develop.
We deliver custom application programming services to end customers. Our
competence and experience ensure that we deliver excellent services and
products to our customers. At every stage of the development process, from
conceptual design to product release, the highest quality standards are
maintained. Our extensive communication facilities allow us to keep in touch
with our customers all the time.
Our Products in Software Development
Leader 1.0 is the evolutional leading software for almost all your business
needs. Leader is a real leader when it comes to management, and it is all
what you need to run any type of business. Have a look below to know more
about Leader 1.0:
Leader 1.0 Features

•
•
•
•

System Analysis
Human Resources Management
Customer Relationship Management
Accounting & Financials

Leader 1.0 can apply for

•
•
•
•
•
•

Business Analysts and Analytic Companies
Accounting & Auditing Companies
Inventory Business
Hiring & Recruting Agencies
Medical & Health Organization
and more ...
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Design and implement Cable and Wireless networks
We design and implement the cable based networks and the
wireless networks as well, our engineers are highly qualified,
professional, skilled and experienced.
Selling, Assembling, Upgrading and Maintaining PC
machines and laptops
Sky technology is having a professional team experienced in assembling
and maintaining the computer machines wether they were PC machines or
laptops, we can also upgrade any type of machine and provide spare parts
for the best rices in town.
Computer accessories
It is very commonly known that who sells computers should also provide
spare parts and accessories. We provide a very wide range of laser printers
(colored and normal), inkjet printers plus their original ink cartridges. We
also provide a wide range of scanners in many sizes and for many custom
needs. In brief we provide all what any computer user might need.
Selling and maintaining all types of office equipments
Sky technology recently got the license to many office equipment providers
brands in the Qatari market. Photo copiers, fax machines, thermal rapping
machines, binding machines (spiral and thermal), cash counting machines
(paper and coins), digital scales, typewriters, cash counters with barcode
scanners and more. All the spare parts and consumables for these
equipments, plus warranty maintenance, are available.
Hiring office equipments (daily, weekly, monthly and annual
contracts)
Sky technology can provide you with hired office equipments for hotels,
companies, governmental departnments and any type of business to
enhance the qulaity of job and increase the performance of these
foundations that will reflect a good image for their customers and visitors.
We are capable enough to hire and implement advaced media centers, we
can also provide a daily maintainance and continuation (PCs, photocopiers
normal and colored, fax machines… etc).
Yearly maintenance contracts
Sky technology provides a yearly maintenance contracts for all types of
office equipment in any company that needs different types of maintenance.
This is a continious process, we srart by count all the equipments in the
foundation, do a periodical on-site visit to check up and maintain the
equipments before they get any damage or go down. This provides any
foundation the job continuity gurantee, and saves a lot of time and money.
We believe that: "Daily maintenance is much better than long cure".
Web design and development
You will never find, in this field, better than who can serve and support.
Websites and web services are very complicated technologies, and as you
realize, internet is the highest level of technology ever been achieved till
now. Sky Technology provides you a turnkey solution in web development
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from providing you with your own domain name and the best highest
secured hosting services on the internet to deliver a complete
website and web services. Developed using the highest skills and
programming languages and the most elegant and modern design
that fits your business identity. This is not all. We also provide the technical
support and the continuous development, enhancement, performance and
training. This all will ensure the best results for your highest expectations.
Our bundled website development services contains a complete Content
Management System (CMS) to empwer your site with unlimited number of
pages that can be created, edited and added by you any time through a web
browser. This CMS doen't need any high skilled person to manage it,
therefore, any normal user with an imtermediate knowledge in word
processing (MS Word for example) can effectively work on it.
Add to this many vertical customized services and add-ins that could be
attached to you website like:
1. Online discussion forums
2. Photo galleries
3. Newsletter services
4. Guest books
5. Online document management
6. Online chat servies
7. and more, and more…

@
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Our continuous support for our
partners in success
It is said that: "if success was difficult, it is more difficult to maintain the
success". As we consider our customers as business partners, then he is
surely a part of its success. For that, our customer needs our full support to
keep this success as achieved at the moment. From this came the idea of
the continious support on every stage of the project. Our customer support
starts the moment we negotiate the project scope. It is a continious process
and it does not end by the project delivery, and never stops when the
project stops. In the modern business we believe that: "if the project brings
you money, do not forget the people who came with this project for you at
the first stake". This belief enforces the human relationship on a personal
level to succeed with the project. Sky Technology team considers the
personal and the social relationship over everything. "We Take it
Personally", that's what we say, that is why your success is ours, and the
continuity of this success reflects on us, and on our unique relationship with
you that does not end when we deliver the project and does not stand for a
project or a task onlt.
In Short Words
If you were ever looking for a partner who looks for your own benefit and
success, and got lost in names, addresses, long and short introductions and
got really confused in your mind then you started flipping your pages till your
eyes catched this logo:@

Then be quiet, you got it.
Just open your heart to us, and give us the key to your brightest ideas. You
will never find who is closer to you than us, and who is more eager to your
valuable ideas than our watchful eyes.
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